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M E M O R A N D U M  

 

To: NFPA Technical Committee on Cultural Resources 

From:  Diane Matthews, Administrator, Technical Projects 

Date:  May 22, 2012    

Subject: NFPA 909 ROC TC FINAL Ballot Results (F2012) 

 

According to the final ballot results, all ballot items received the necessary affirmative votes to pass ballot. 

29 Members Eligible to Vote  
  7 Members that did not Return a Ballot (L. Doyle, W. Faulk, R. Fleming, M. Kilby, W. Kippes, 

N. Lev-Alexander and J. Watts)   
 22 Members who voted Affirmative on All (2 with comment – M. Puchovsky and R. Wilson)   
  0 Members who voted Negative on one or more comment   
 0 Members who Abstained on one or more comment   
 
The attached report shows the number of affirmative, negative, and abstaining votes as well as the explanation of 
the vote for each comment.   

There are two criteria necessary for each comment to pass ballot: (1) simple majority and (2) affirmative 2/3  
vote.   The mock examples below show how the calculations are determined.  

(1) Example for Simple Majority: Assuming there are 21 vote eligible committee members, 11 affirmative votes 
are required to pass ballot.  (Sample calculation:  21 members eligible to vote ÷ 2 = 10.5 = 11) 

 

(2) Example for Affirmative 2/3:  Assuming there are 21 vote eligible committee members and 1 member did not 

return their ballot and 2 members abstained, the number of affirmative votes required would be 12.  (Sample 
calculation: 21 members eligble to vote – 1 not returned – 2 abstentions = 18 x 0.66 = 11.88 = 12 ) 

 
As always please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.   

 



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-1     Log #CC17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-64
Replace the term 'pre-primed preaction system' with 'special listed pre-primed preaction system'

wherever it occurs.
NFPA 13 does not recognize the term 'pre-primed preaction system' as a generic type of system,

however, at least one special listed pre-primed preaction system is currently available.
This committee comment was developed based on recommendations provided by a task group of the NFPA Automatic

Sprinkler Project consisting of the following members: Russ Fleming, NFSA (task group chair); Bob Caputo, Fire and
Life Safety America; Russ Leavitt, Telgian Corp.; Rodney McPhee, Canadian Wood Council; John O'Neill, The
Protection Engineering Group; Matt Klaus, NFPA Staff Liaison.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-2     Log #2

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

909-4
Revise text to read as follows:

ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, P.O. Box C700, West Conshohocken, PA
19428-2959.
ASTM E84, Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials 2012 2010b
ASTM E 1591, 2007.

Standards update -

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-3     Log #CC1

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-1
Revise the definition of 'Fire Resistance Rating' as follows:

The time, in minutes or hours, that materials or assemblies have withstood a fire
exposure as established in accordance with the test procedures of NFPA 251 ASTM E 119 or ANSI/UL 263. [ , 2009]

The committee comment replaces the reference to NFPA 251, which was withdrawn in 2011, with
ASTM E 119 and ANSI/UL 263, which are essentially equivalent. The definition is extracted from NFPA 220; however,
the 2012 edition of NFPA 220 still references NFPA 251, so the extract notation has been deleted. The extract notation
can be reinserted in a future edition when the reference is revised in NFPA 220.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

1Printed on  5/22/2012



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-4     Log #CC14

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-32
Revise 9.12.12.3.3 and A.9.12.12.3.3 as follows:

Where steel pipe is used in dry pipe and preaction systems, the provisions of NFPA 13,
, shall be applied assuming water supplies and environmental conditions that contribute

to unusual corrosive properties, and a plan shall be developed to address piping corrosion. treat the system using one of
the following methods:
(1) Install a water pipe that is corrosion resistant
(2) Treat all water that enters the system using an approved corrosion inhibitor
(3) Implement an approved plan for monitoring the interior conditions of the pipe at established intervals and locations

The wording of 9.12.12.3.3 is based on NFPA 13, paragraph 23.1.5.2. The special sensitivity of cultural
resource properties to water damage that could result from piping corrosion warrants the assumption of water supplies
and environmental conditions that contribute to unusual corrosive properties. A plan to address piping corrosion should
include one or more of the following:
(1) Installation of sprinkler piping that is corrosion resistant - Galvanized steel piping is not considered corrosion

resistant for the purposes of this recommendation. Galvanized coatings can corrode where water and oxygen are
present inside system piping. When galvanized coatings fail, the remaining uncoated steel corrodes at an accelerated
rate.
(2)  Installation of a special listed pre-primed preaction system, filled with water under normal conditions
(3) Use of a continuous source of dry inert gas for pressure maintenance
(4) Testing of the water supply for corrosivity prior to connection to the sprinkler system
(5) Equipping any source of compressed air used for pressure maintenance with an air dryer or nitrogen separator
(6) Implementation of an approved plan for maintaining and monitoring the interior conditions of the pipe at established

intervals and locations, including all of the following:
(a) Testing water flow devices between the semiannual tests using a means that does not introduce fresh water into

the system
(b) Drying system piping before returning systems to service after trip tests or other incidents that introduce water into

system piping beyond the riser
(c) Inspecting for obstructions when any of the following conditions are observed:
i. Pinhole leaks
ii. Frequent operation of system air compressor(s)
iii. Corrosion on the outside of pipe joints, fittings, or sprinklers
iv. Pitting, nodules, tubercles, or carbuncles inside piping or valves
v. Foreign material in water during drain tests or plugging of inspector’s test connection(s)
vi. Plugged sprinklers
vii. Plugged piping in sprinkler systems dismantled during building alterations
viii. Frequent false tripping of a dry pipe valve(s) with indications of corrosion inside the valve(s)
ix. A 50 percent increase in the time required for water to travel to the inspector’s test connection after the valve trips

during a full flow trip test of a dry pipe sprinkler system when compared to the original system acceptance test
These options are based on those specified by NFPA 13 for applications where water supplies are known to be

corrosive. They are recommended in this Code for steel dry-pipe and preaction systems because the levels of corrosion
found in these systems are unacceptable for cultural resource facilities. Although NFPA 13 also allows the option of
treating all water that enters the system with an approved corrosion inhibitor, experience using this option has not been
satisfactory in cultural resource facilities due to potential formation of external crystals on piping and potential reduction
in the service life of gaskets in mechanical couplings. This Code includes the additional option of using a special listed
pre-primed preaction system, in which the piping is normally filled with water.

A specific mandatory list will inhibit the use of new technology. The committee comment retains the
primary intent of treating all dry pipe and preaction systems as having special corrosion concerns.
This committee comment was developed based on recommendations provided by a task group of the NFPA Automatic

Sprinkler Project consisting of the following members: Russ Fleming, NFSA (task group chair); Bob Caputo, Fire and
Life Safety America; Russ Leavitt, Telgian Corp.; Rodney McPhee, Canadian Wood Council; John O'Neill, The
Protection Engineering Group; Matt Klaus, NFPA Staff Liaison.

2Printed on  5/22/2012



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

PUCHOVSKY, M.:    The proposed revision to paragraph 9.12.12.3.3 does not read correctly.
It appears an editorial correction is needed. I suggest the following with words in parenthesis to be deleted and words

in brackets to be added:
Where steel pipe is used in dry pipe and preaction systems, the provisions of NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of

Sprinkler Systems, shall be applied, [and it shall be assumed that] (assuming) water supplies and environmental
conditions [associated with such systems] (that) contribute to unusual corrosive properties. (and) A plan shall be
developed to address piping corrosion [for dry pipe and pre action systems].

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-5     Log #CC15

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-33
Revise as follows:

* During the 5-year inspection and test of the sprinkler system, the interior of portions of the piping near
the sprinkler riser shall be physically inspected to determine the extent of corrosion present. Interior corrosion
inspections of system piping and valves shall be conducted at intervals not to exceed 5 years. The piping inspection
shall include a physical inspection of the piping interior near the sprinkler riser and the removal of at least one end cap
from a system main.  Where pitting, nodules, tubercles, or carbuncles are present, an obstruction investigation shall be
conducted in accordance with the requirements of NFPA 25. Repairs shall be made as necessary.

The committee comment revises 9.12.12.3.5 to clarify the extent of the required piping inspection. It is
the committee's intent to retain the new A.9.12.12.3.5 as indicated in Proposal 909-33.
This committee comment was developed based on recommendations provided by a task group of the NFPA Automatic

Sprinkler Project consisting of the following members: Russ Fleming, NFSA (task group chair); Bob Caputo, Fire and
Life Safety America; Russ Leavitt, Telgian Corp.; Rodney McPhee, Canadian Wood Council; John O'Neill, The
Protection Engineering Group; Matt Klaus, NFPA Staff Liaison.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

3Printed on  5/22/2012



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-6     Log #CC18

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-34
Revise the proposed 9.12.12.4 and associated Annex A text as follows:

CPVC pipe shall be stored and handled in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions.
It is imperative for the installer to follow the manufacturer’s instructions for storage and handling of

pipes and fittings awaiting installation. CPVC can become brittle; practices that are acceptable with copper or steel pipe,
such as dropping bundles from waist height, may result in microfractures that can lead to leaks. CPVC is also subject to
damage from environmental conditions, such as exposure to sunlight, air pollutants, and temperature extremes. Pipes
and fittings should be covered by an opaque tarp when stored outdoors.

CPVC pipe shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions.
It is imperative for the installer to follow the manufacturer’s installation instructions to be sure pipe

joints are made up properly and to prevent clogging pipes, fittings, and sprinkler head orifices with solvent cement.
Following are some of the precautions that should be taken.
(1) Cover CPVC pipe and fittings with an opaque tarp if stored outdoors (2) Make certain that thread sealants, gasket

lubricants, or fire stop materials are compatible with the CPVC pipe.
(3) (2) Use tools specifically designed for use with plastic pipe and fittings.
(4) (3) Use only approved solvent cements in accordance with the manufacturer’s application instructions.
(5) (4) Pipe ends should be cut square, deburred, and beveled before solvent cementing.
(6) (5) Rotate pipe ¼ turn when bottoming pipe in fitting sockets.
(7) (6) Prevent puddling of solvent cement in pipe and fittings, and take special care to keep solvent cement out of

sprinkler head orifices.
(8) (7) Follow the manufacturer’s instructions on cure times before pressure testing.
(9) (8) Use only insulation and/or glycerin and water solutions for freeze protection.
(10) (9) Allow for movement of the pipe due to expansion and contraction.
(11) (10) Use only latex paint on CPVC pipe.

The governing body of the cultural resource property shall develop plans and procedures to ensure
CPVC pipe is not exposed to physical damage or incompatible materials over the life of the sprinkler system.

CPVC pipe is subject to damage from improperly installed hangers, twisting, bending and other
mechanical stresses, and from being crushed by heavy objects or personnel stepping or walking on the pipe. CPVC
pipe is also subject to damage from environmental conditions such as exposure to sunlight or air pollutants or from
exposure to vegetable-based compounds and oils, glycol-based antifreeze, insecticides, and other chemicals, including
those found in the insulation on CAT 5 communications cable. Where CPVC pipe is used, the Fire Safety Manager
should make sure sealants, gasket lubricants, or fire stop materials used during routine maintenance or for repairs or
renovation projects are compatible with CPVC pipe. In addition, the Fire Safety Manager should have a plan with
adequate controls in place to prevent CPVC sprinkler piping and fittings from being exposed to mechanical damage,
direct sunlight or other sources of infrared radiation, or to incompatible materials, such as communications cable draped
over CPVC pipe or hung from CPVC pipe hangers, and to make sure chemicals that could be used around CPVC pipe,
such as insecticides or cleaning products, are compatible with CPVC. Manufacturers publish information about the
compatibility of a wide range of products and materials with CPVC, and the Fire Safety Manager should keep current on
the information.

See the comment on affirmative vote by committee member S. Rocklin on Proposal 909-34. The
committee comment retains the phrase, "exposure to sunlight or air pollutants or from," in A.9.12.12.4.3, which could be
beneficial to the end user.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

4Printed on  5/22/2012



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-7     Log #CC16

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-34
Accept Proposal 909-34 with 9.12.12.4.1 revised as follows:

CPVC pipe shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions and the
applicable requirements of NFPA 13.

NFPA 13 is expected to contain requirements that may be in addition to the manufacturer's installation
instructions. See also Comment 909-6 (Log #CC18).
This committee comment was developed based on recommendations provided by a task group of the NFPA Automatic

Sprinkler Project consisting of the following members: Russ Fleming, NFSA (task group chair); Bob Caputo, Fire and
Life Safety America; Russ Leavitt, Telgian Corp.; Rodney McPhee, Canadian Wood Council; John O'Neill, The
Protection Engineering Group; Matt Klaus, NFPA Staff Liaison.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-8     Log #CC13

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-35
Reject Proposal 909-35.

The committee concurs with the explanation of negative vote submitted by committee member S.
Carter (see ROP 909-35).

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-9     Log #CC2

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-1
Revise the seventh paragraph of A.9.1 as follows:

Note that NFPA 220, , classifies and defines various kinds of building
construction. Testing laboratories list information on structural assemblies that have been tested in accordance with
NFPA 251, ASTM E 119,

or ANSI/UL 263,
.

The committee comment replaces the reference to NFPA 251, which was withdrawn in 2011, with
ASTM E 119 and ANSI/UL 263, which are essentially equivalent.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

5Printed on  5/22/2012



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-10     Log #CC10

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-64
Revise Table A.9.12.12 by modifying the 'Steel – Standard wall'  and 'Steel – Thin wall' rows as

follows:

****Include Table 909 Log #CC10****

The committee comment replaces the term 'undrained' with 'residual', which is more technically
correct.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

PUCHOVSKY, M.:    I suggest an editorial change that revises the proposed phrase "residual pipe for" to read "residual
water in". The phrase as currently worded in the ballot package will be confusing to many users of NFPA 909.
Additionally, the phrase "residual water" rather than "residual pipe" is consistent with the action on other comments in

this ballot package such as 909-12, 909-13 and  909-15.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-11     Log #CC3

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-64
Revise Table A.9.12.12 by modifying the 'Wet Pipe' row as follows:

****Include Table 909 Log #CC3****

The committee comment accomplishes the following:
1. Clarifies that traditional, wet pipe sprinkler systems are actuated by heat.
2. Clarifies that mechanical damage is more likely in low-ceiling areas.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

6Printed on  5/22/2012



 

F2012/ROC/NFPA 909/Table 909/Log #CC10/Rec 

 

Steel – Standard wall Traditional strength and 
reliability 

Corrosion concerns over time, 
especially with undrained 
residual pipe for dry and 
preaction systems 

Steel – Thin wall Reduced wall thickness and 
joining with mechanical fittings 
allows lower cost (wall thickness 
comparable to remaining wall 
outside fitting for traditional 
threaded systems) 

Corrosion concerns over time, 
especially with undrained 
residual pipe for dry and 
preaction systems; some concern 
that grooves placed on piping 
prevent complete drainage 

 



 

F2012/ROC/NFPA 909/Table 909/Log #CC3/Rec 

 

Wet Pipe Traditional high reliability 
systems with water under 
pressure in piping at all times 
using heat-actuated sprinklers 

Mechanical damage to sprinklers 
or piping in low-ceiling areas, 
overheating, or and freezing can 
all result in discharge of water 

 



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-12     Log #CC4

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-64
Revise Table A.9.12.12 by modifying the 'Dry Pipe' row as follows:

****Include Table 909 Log #CC4****

The committee comment accomplishes the following:
1. Editorially adds the approximate equivalent to 2-3 bar in US units.
2. Replaces the term 'undrained' with 'residual', which is more technically correct.
3. Clarifies that the water supply for dry-pipe sprinkler systems must be located in a heated area.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-13     Log #CC5

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-64
Revise Table A.9.12.12 by modifying the 'Preaction – Single-Interlock' row as follows:

****Include Table 909 Log #CC5****

The committee comment accomplishes the following:
1. Replaces the term 'undrained' with 'residual', which is more technically correct.
2. Clarifies that preaction systems require greater levels of regular maintenance.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

7Printed on  5/22/2012



 

F2012/ROC/NFPA 909/Table 909/Log #CC4/Rec 

 

Dry Pipe Air or nitrogen in piping under 
moderate pressure [30-40 psi (2-
3 bar) nominal] protects against 
freezing and prevents water 
discharge in the event of small 
leaks 

Air in piping with undrained 
residual water can lead to 
premature corrosion of steel 
piping systems; mechanical 
damage to sprinklers or piping 
will result in water flow; water 
supply must be in a heated area 

 



 

F2012/ROC/NFPA 909/Table 909/Log #CC5/Rec 

 

Preaction – Single-Interlock Requires separate detection 
system to activate before water is 
introduced to piping; protects 
against freezing and prevents 
discharge of water in the event of 
mechanical or corrosion damage 
to sprinklers or piping 

Reduced reliability due to 
dependence on separate detection 
system; air in piping with  
undrained residual water can lead 
to premature corrosion of steel 
piping systems; significantly 
higher level of regular 
maintenance 

 



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-14     Log #CC6

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-64
Revise Table A.9.12.12 by modifying the 'Preaction – Double-Interlock' row as follows:

****Include Table 909 Log #CC6****

The committee comment revises the table entry for consistency with the entry for Preaction -
Single-Interlock systems.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-15     Log #CC7

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-64
Revise Table A.9.12.12 by modifying the 'Preaction – Noninterlock' row as follows:

****Include Table 909 Log #CC7****

The committee comment replaces the term 'undrained' with 'residual', which is more technically
correct.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

8Printed on  5/22/2012



 

F2012/ROC/NFPA 909/Table 909/Log #CC6/Rec 

 

Preaction – Double-Interlock Requires both detection system 
and at least one sprinkler to 
activate before water is 
introduced to piping; 
best protection for occupancies 
such as freezers, where water in 
piping can alone be a concern 

Slowest system response to fires; 
reduced reliability due to 
dependence on separate detection 
system; air in piping with 
undrained residual water can lead 
to premature corrosion of steel 
piping systems; significantly 
higher level of regular 
maintenance 

 



 

F2012/ROC/NFPA 909/Table 909/Log #CC7/Rec 

 

Preaction – Noninterlock Water entering piping with 
activation of either detection 
system or sprinkler increases 
reliability over other types of 
preaction systems while 
excluding water in normal 
ready condition; protects against 
freezing 

Does not provide added 
protection against release of 
water in the event of mechanical 
or corrosion damage to sprinklers 
or piping; air in piping with 
undrained residual water can lead 
to premature corrosion of steel 
piping systems 

 



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-16     Log #CC8

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-64
Revise Table A.9.12.12 by modifying the 'Deluge' row as follows:

****Include Table 909 Log #CC8****

The committee comment replaces the term 'undrained' with 'residual', which is more technically
correct.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

9Printed on  5/22/2012



 

F2012/ROC/NFPA 909/Table 909/Log #CC8/Rec 

 

Deluge Ability to quickly discharge large 
quantities of water appropriate 
for special hazards only 

Activation results in water 
discharge throughout protected 
area; air in piping with undrained 
residual water can lead 
to premature corrosion of steel 
piping systems 

 



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-17     Log #CC9

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-64
Revise Table A.9.12.12 by adding a 'Water Mist' row under 'Types of Systems' as follows:

****Include Table 909 Log #CC9****

The committee comment adds a row to the proposed Table A.9.12.12 describing some of the known
advantages and disadvantages of water mist systems.

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

WILSON, R.:  Water mist systems should be included in this table; however, the list of disadvantages in the proposed
table are not appropriate. Evaluating the disadvantages stated:
"No standard design method available:" Design is standardized in NFPA 750.
"Reduced reliability due to very small nozzle orifices and greater number of required operating components:" Mist

systems need a pump where conventional sprinkler systems may not require a pump; otherwise the number of
operating components would be the same. A filter used in some mist systems that allows for % clogging and prevents
large objects from entering the distribution pipe. Smallest water mist pipe is 12 mm (about 1/2".)  Conventional systems
do not have filters and smallest pipe size is 3/4" (for copper.)
"Specialized installation and maintenance personnel:" Installation and maintenance companies need to be trained for

high pressure systems. Companies for conventional sprinkler systems also need training for installation and
maintenance.
"Nozzle discharge pressures higher for some systems" and "Potential for physical damage to articles and property in

close proximity to nozzles:" Nozzle pressure is high and care must be taken so that nozzle placement does not damage
fragile objects similar to conventional automatic sprinkler placement and high pump pressures. Fragile architectural or
other features need to be protected from both conventional and water mist systems.
Disadvantages to water mist may include: System is not widely used with fewer companies to evaluate applications for

controlling fire scenarios and for system installation. Higher cost than conventional sprinkler systems. Advantages
include: Rapid environmental control of many fire scenarios with minor impact on property adjacent to the fire.

10Printed on  5/22/2012



 

F2012/ROC/NFPA 909/Table 909/Log #CC9/Rec 

 

Water Mist Can provide performance similar 
to traditional sprinkler systems 
using less water; smaller pipe 
sizes than sprinkler systems 

No standard design method 
available; reduced reliability due 
to very small nozzle orifices and 
greater number of required 
operating components; requires 
specialized installation and 
maintenance personnel; nozzle 
discharge pressures higher for 
some systems; potential for 
physical damage to articles and 
property in close proximity to 
nozzles 

 



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-18     Log #CC11

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-64
Revise Table A.9.12.12 by modifying the 'CPVC' row as follows:

****Include Table 909 Log #CC11****

The committee comment reinforces the need for compliance with 9.12.12.4, which regulates the
installation of CPVC sprinkler piping (see ROP 909-34).

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-19     Log #3

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International

909-4
Revise text to read as follows:

American Society for Testing and Materials, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, West Conshohocken,
PA 19428-2959.
ASTM E 1355, Standard Guide for Evaluating the Predictive Capability of Deterministic Fire Models, 2011 .
ASTM E 1472, Standard Guide for Documenting Computer Software for Fire Models, 2007 (withdrawn 2011).

ASTM International, 100 Barr Harbor Drive, West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959.
ASTM E 84, Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, 2012 2010b. [ROC-1]
ASTM E 136, Standard Test Method for Behavior of Building Materials in a Vertical Tube Furnace at 750°C, 2011.

Standards update -

Affirmative: 22
7  Doyle, L.,  Faulk, W.,  Fleming, R.,  Kilby, M.,  Kippes, W.,  Lev-Alexander, N.,  Watts, Jr., J.
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F2012/ROC/NFPA 909/Table 909/Log #CC11/Rec 
 

 

Chlorinated polyvinyl chloride 
(CPVC) 

Not susceptible to corrosion; 
clean installation and field 
fabrication ideal for retrofit 

Compatibility concerns, 
especially with regard to internal, 
and external exposures to 
materials containing plasticizers 
or hydrocarbons; must be in strict 
accordance with 9.12.12.4 

 



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-20     Log #1

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
John F. Bender, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

909-79
Revise text to read as follows:

Underwriters Laboratories Inc., 333 Pfingsten Road, Northbrook, IL 60062-2096.
ANSI/UL 294, , 1999, revised 2010.
ANSI/UL 437, , 2000, revised 2008.
ANSI/UL305, , 1997, revised 2007 2010.
UL 681, , 1999, Revised 2001.
ANSI/UL 768, , 2006, Revised 2010.
ANSI/UL 1034, , 2000, revised 2010 2011.
UL 2058, , 2005.

Update referenced standards to most recent edition.
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Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 909
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
909-21     Log #CC12

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Cultural Resources,

909-84
In lieu of the action taken on Proposal 909-84, add a new Annex N to read as follows:

In February 2010, the Fire Protection Research Foundation published a report titled “Measuring the
Impact of Fire Extinguisher Agents on Cultural Resource Materials,” prepared by Hughes Associates, Inc., to develop
protocols for testing the effects of extinguishing agents used in portable fire extinguishers on materials found in cultural
resource collections. The report contains valuable information on work that has been done on the topic and a standard
set of protocols that can be used in the future to test the effects of extinguishing agents on cultural resource collections.
The report is available to download, at no charge, at the NFPA 909 document information page on the NFPA website:

http://www.nfpa.org/909
The report executive summary is provided in Section N.2.

Portable fire extinguishers and their associated fire extinguishing agents play an important
role in reducing the impact of fire on cultural resource collections. A fire which can be extinguished with a portable
extinguisher in its incipient stage will not grow to threaten adjacent materials. While conservators are well versed in the
effects of moisture and water on collections, little data is available on the effects of other non-water based extinguishing
agents. To fully evaluate the appropriateness of an extinguisher, its extinguishing effectiveness should be compared to
the potential collateral damage to collection materials from the agent and its thermal decomposition products. Such
contact with collection materials can occur by overspray during firefighting efforts or the direct spraying of collection
materials in an act of vandalism.
This project is intended to quantify the impact of discharging portable fire extinguisher agents on cultural resource

materials. The results can then be used by the NFPA Technical Committee on Cultural Resources (NFPA 909 and 914)
to provide users with guidance on extinguisher selection. Phase I of the project included a comprehensive literature
review and the development of prototype specifications and procedures to test the effects of extinguishers. In an
anticipated Phase II, the test specifications would be validated and a final test specification produced. The results of
Phase I are presented in this report.
In order to understand extinguisher agents, a detailed review of portable fire extinguishers was performed. The

characteristics of multi-purpose (ABC) dry chemical, carbon dioxide, clean agent halocarbon, and water mist
extinguishers are documented.  Both agent and collection material characteristics were identified.  While the effect of
water/moisture on materials is well known, the effects of other agents are not well known. This supports the need for the
testing proposed in this project.
In order to establish the fire protocol in the test specification, early stage fire scenarios were assessed. A fire loss

review of museums, libraries, and other heritage and cultural buildings revealed that fires are most likely to involve
ordinary, solid combustibles. A fire size on the order of 350 kW using a standardized wood crib was selected as a
representative fire threat.
Test and measurement techniques were identified. Tradeoffs were analyzed in terms of a detailed, scientific approach

compared to ad hoc discharge tests. A middle ground was adopted, with the goal to provide a cost-effective, repeatable
test method using actual collection materials.
Three basic tests were recommended, including physical impact tests, non-fire exposure tests, and fire exposure tests.

A prototype test specification was developed based on material and agent variables. Anticipated agent effects were
considered in specifying the test set up, procedures, and instrumentation.
In anticipation of data which will be derived in testing, a spreadsheet was created that provides a preliminary, generic

description of collection materials and known environmental impacts. The categories are generally aligned with specialty
areas of conservation and collections.

The FPRF report referenced in Proposal 909-84 is fairly lengthy, and would add significantly to the
page count of NFPA 909. Since the report is readily available from the Fire Protection Research Foundation, a
description of it, web link, and the executive summary, should be adequate in Annex N.
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